
Do you want to crucify Donald Miller?

Then send us an email!
pamphlette@lists.reed.edu

Maybe just give him a crown of  thorns, then?

Find our past issues online!
pamphlette.wordpress.com

What do you think Chingy is doing right now?

ANN-DERRICK GAILLOT: I don’t know but do you think he’s hiring? I really need a job.

HAILEY JONES: Ravaging Rudy Huxtable and, transitively, my childhood.

BOOTS BEUTELL: I’ll bet he’s busy being a largely-forgotten, B-list rap icon.

JEFFREY BLUM: Fuck you. I have work. I don’t have time to answer this question.

ELIZABETH CRISMAN: Prospie-ing at Reed.

SEAN HOWARD: His taxes.

ONE FLEA SPARE: A REVIEW

By BB

By JB

DONALD MILLER: PEOPLE AT REED 
WERE MEAN TO YOU BECAUSE YOU 

WERE A DICK
We, the secular/atheistic majority of  Reed College, are deeply offended by our misrepresen-

Blue Like Jazz.  In the movie, Reed students are portrayed as cynical 
and embittered, mainly due to their rejection of  Christianity and its lifestyle.  This depiction 
of  a constant negativity is proven to be solely the experience of  Donald Miller, author and 
autobiographer.  

We would like to make it clear that Donald Miller was not, in fact, ostracized for his religious 
beliefs, but rather because he was an all-around dick.  One alum, remembering this douche-

-
ing about him.  People were mean to him here because he would do rude things like yell at 

had a problem with his Christianity, just his personality.”  

Other Reed crimes Miller committed while attending Reed? He ate at the Scrounge table 
when he had board points, and he refused to participate in Karma patrol, claiming that 
karma was not compatible with his religion. Furthermore, He would always try to talk about 
hermeneutics in conference, but he would mispronounce hermeneutics every time. He was 
just a royal asshole.

I mean, he twisted our reactions to his goonish behavior into an affront on Christianity. 
- PEOPLE’S FOOD CO-OP

It’s real and it’s beyond my understanding.

- Sprouted barley and almonds by the 
kilogram

- Gluten-free whole wheat germ

- 7 types of  bee pollen

- Cinnamon tree bark toothbrushes

By SH

     Several months ago I was approached to help contribute to a dramatic performance 
entitled One Flea Spare

     The storyline was beautiful- almost like A Clockwork Orange -

-

     Truly, there is not a more heart warming, comforting, and family friendly performance I 
have seen in the past decade. Four stars. 

Lice!”

One Flea Spare!”

By HJ

a popularity contest and not based enough on merit, which then results in the appoint-

the Pamphlette

eye-pleasing facial structure, I would like to contest the opinion that popularity contests are 
inherently a bad thing. 
      Many of  our greatest leaders were chosen not for their skills but for their abilities to 
make meaningless small talk and look good in a suit, and is that such a bad thing? Without 

Schwarzenegger, George W. Bush, or Colin Diver, and where would be without them? 
Sure, it may seem like important positions should go to those who are most deserving and 
who would do the best job, but think about it for a second. Do you really want someone 
unpopular to have the power to make important decisions or enact change?  I know I sure 

     The fact of  the matter is popular people with little to no useful skills except winning 

responsibilities and shove them off  onto my fellow writers, then who else would? Mr. Jeff  

an unpopular person do that?

LESSONS FROM BLUE LIKE JAZZ
-Bottled water companies are evil because they get their water from Kashmir even though 

-

mountainous region and shipping it thousands of  miles to the United States?

-Sometimes people read the Bible in a Reed literature class and then decide to convert to 
Christianity; that totally happens.

-Somewhere on campus is this cool spider web rope thing that you can climb on.

-If  you get put in jail for committing a large scale act of  vandalism the Reed College Dean 
of   Students will bail you out and drive you back to campus in a Reed Van (all Reed faculty 
are licensed van drivers) and then take you back to Reed where there will be a party in 
honor of  how great an activist you are.

-We should all protest corporate bookstores because the problem with this country is that 
-

stores that offer large selections of  books in a wide variety of  genres are the root cause of  

employees at said bookstores much harder is totally ethical.

-If  your budget for a movie is 1 million dollars, most of  the music on your soundtrack will 
be shitty.

-Being a Christian at Reed is like being gay in the real world in that you face oppression 
and resentment and sometimes have to stay in the closet, and this is in no way a glib com-
parison that makes light of  the continuing struggle for gay rights or the bullying of  gay 
teenagers or the fact that in addition to all the de facto prejudice that they come in contact 
with in their daily lives gays still face many legal forms of  discrimination because all of  
that is totally analogous to people sometimes being insensitive when talking about your 
religious beliefs at a school that you chose to attend and are free to leave.

-
solves, and the movie seems very confused about the difference between improvised music 
and atonal music.

-One of  the classes Donald Miller audited at Reed was probably not a music theory class.

-In a movie about tolerance and understanding different approaches to Christianity it is ok 
to generally be disrespectful to the Pope and Catholicism.

-When you are sad naturally it is raining and sad music is playing and you somehow end up 
at the beach watching the waves crash ashore.

-Buying a girl mittens will make her like you.

friends do.

- Raw goat milk

- Concentrated ginseng male enhancement  
formula

- Spicy tofurkey jerky

-

Thick Rolled Oats

POPULARITY CONTESTS!

By JB


